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Russell
Means
by
Janice Pavlic

articulate,
Russell Means fiercely ~ttacks
'that which prohibits the
Anlerican Indian" from attaining ,their
inborn right of self-determination.1~r
.Means' .words ,are .calloused' alld 'bitter
froin years. O:f'6faShing'wJihtli~United
Statesgovetnment andthe,White Man wh()
categorically:" denied, the American
..Indians .•theirbasic inalienable rights .
.:}lis; dressistraditiOnaUy :InWl,lIi, his'long
hai{jet black,"l<lress like this because, I
want people to Jmow I'm 1ndian,not
Hawaiian"ot· Mexican or. Chinese'. ·1 am
proud of being among the most beautiful
ALL,PROUD

AND

v

has

p~ople."

g

Russell Means, spokesman jor the American IndianMovement,speakin
at the
Annual American Indian Institute held last week at BSU. Photo' by Russ Markus.
Means was the special guest of the 11th
Annual American Indian Institute, held at
Boise State University last week. He was
asked. to, address the American Indian'S
"affairs in the. world .today and their
positiqn in society," said Marcie Hunter,
sp.okespeison. of .BSU's American Indian
organization,' Dama Soghop.
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United'States to honor their treaties. AIM's
seizure of Woundef.1Knee was an effort to
drive home their demand.
.
"AIM created
lot of monsters," said
Means, "a lot of people were put in prison,
we had taken' on the character of our
captors." He said they made a lot of
mistakes while trying to organize AIM and
, that theystiU have problems.
'''Indians donot organize like industrial
':' 'people. Indians are so highly spiritual, with

a

.....

theirdifferentideas

oftime that they can't

~rgan.i~e~ikeSa.ulAl.~nSky--or-lik.eMarxism
or Lemmsm," he swd.'
"
>"
~.
. .
;f'~,
."In the younger days of the Indian
_._ ..
_
.Movement the elders couldn't be convinced
,
. _ -'af the paybacks."
Now, lessmiltant,
Russell Means first encountered
Means suggests that "in organizing; follow
members of the American' Indian Movethe .advice of the elders."
. ment (AIM) at . an -Urban Indian
'.' . Describi~g the failureot' either organized
Conference in 1969. Means, at the time an
efforts Means said, "Liberationmove~
accountant in Cleveland; had a penchant
ments~hat are not spiritually bailed alltake,
for mod clothing. Means noticed the
on the hostage syndrome." Like Patty
. traditional Indian dress of the members"
Hearst, he said; one takes on the symptoms
from AIM at .the conference and he
.oftlle captors: you absorb and take on that
"wondered what kind oLcloWnS they
which is worse than your captors ..
wer~."
.
.
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He also said that. the" American Indian
LIttle did he know that, despltelmtlal.
Movement never-condemned
a drunk
opposition to their radica~sm, he, too,
Indian because
were 4runk Indians ... it
would d?~ the ~raditional4re~~and becO?le' " {s. afonnoftesis.tance
to colonialism."
an actIVIst m .fhe Amencanindian
. . . . '.' ,', -'.'
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.Movement.

.

. As an AIM activist. MeanS ,coursed.
frortJ 'l}IM's earlyyearsof vioIenc~withlO .'
,feionychiuges ..frOm the 1973Wourided"
,~ee"incident,
.to being involved'iil the
dccupationM'. Yellow ThunderCaITlP ..'hl'
. South .Dakota's:BlackHills.;.land
.whIch
'bOth~the'08Iala'Lakotatribeand
theU:S~;
For~t:Se(Viceciaini'to
,Thr(l\lgh:.:AIM;,:, R\lssell' Means',and
a~tivist ~j:mis Banks~triedto
foreethe . .'-...,.:;.;--:--:~;.;;.---:----.,-,-:-;,;;,----,-,----
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Let US make yours the
'weddlng oj the year.
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..(Dut/flt~.1
3018 Overland
Boise '343-2303
(formerly Tuesday'. Child)

.
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BRASS LAMP GIGGLE: •NIGHTS
Tuesdays at Eastgate

Wednesdays at VistQ

610 E. DolseA"e.
9:00 till close

572 Vista Ave.
9:00 till close

S'i .00 off all Pizzas
* SPOI\ TS TEAMS *

$ ~.50 Pitchers!

Ch~ed

* HAVE US VIDEOTAPE YOUR GAMES- NO CHARGEI
* VIEW THE GAME OM THE DIG SCREENS AT:
VISTA. 344-6541

EASTGATE 343-9911

FAIRVIEW 376-4500
• SOUP
o SALAD
• SAHDWICHES
o DEER
• WIHE
• SODA.

Show us your student I.D. card and we'IIgN8 you
a choice 01 me.dium soft drink, special onion rings or
small frie~ FREE with any purchasel

Monday·
,

.. FAMOUS:·
:: -F'IIIED .'::a=:KEN:'

3 pili to Clos.
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1'hufSday .

Buy one Lcirge .~ndwlch

and gel~'
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Pltche~'of -",."

<.',.

~nly $100

. Beer'fo~

'

112 BlockSo.of University on Droadway

1103 VISTA

. Mon-Thu'r 10:30 am to 10 pm
Fri-Sat 10:30 am to 11pm :

ACROSS FROM ALBERTSONS
< ..

1980 KING FEATURES

SYNDICATE.

. Sunday

10:30 am toz prn
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Improve your life through
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, . Improve your life - attain vour-soals, tBad habits
, can disappear -' good 'hablts' can forrri within as
nttleas 30 days. YOUcando'lfrn<thEr~rivacv
of
your-home,. while you SleeporreSt.,wI.tt),cassettes
byprpfesslOnalhypnotlst Barrle,Konlcov. Over·120
titles to choose from. 'J'
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··ASBSO
News-

Senate

Real

Report,

by Pacific,News Servic~

by Deanna Gibler

Tricky' Dick or Treat
The idea of ringing Richard Nixon's
doorbell on Halloween is enough to give
most people the creeps, but some children
in Saddle River, New Jersey decided to call
on their new neighbor this year: The
former president answered the door
himself, and after greeting the trick or
treaters,' handed out not candy but old
"Nixon's the One" campaign buttons.
Washington Post, November 16.

Moral Majority
.Flghts Crime Laws

Anne O'Donnell argues her, rig~t-tO'-life philosophy as pro-choice spokesman 1!i11 Baird
awaits his turn. They debated in the SUB Ballroom last Wednesday night to a full house.
Photo by Steve Milaskev.

The Moral Majority is gearing up for an
assault on a revised federal crtmtnal code
now before the Senate Judiciary
Committee. The group, led by Evangelist
Jerry Falwell, is pushing for major
changes, including a federal death
penalty--a move opposed by the
Administration because it could trigger a
filibuster that might block passage of the
entire bill. The Moral Majority also wants
to delete parts of the bill which would
, toughenpenalties-for white collar
cnmlnais: extend civifrights' protection to
women Rl\d:allow the prosecution of a, .
husband for raping his wife. One
Republican member of the Judiciary
Committee,staff described most of the
changes as "very reasonable."
Washington Post, November 14.

'

Revamping, Academic
Grievance System at BSU

Safe~y~Net
For Bureaucrats'
You can cut my budget, but don't cut my
staff or budget-cutters. That bit of
Washingto'n doubletalk comes from Health
and H urnan Services Secretary Richard
Schweiker who says he needs a big staff to
provide the "top-down direction" "
'necessary to cut social services programs.
Schweiker wrote letter-to Budget 'Director
.David Stoc1.'man, saying it's o.k, to reduce
Medicaid and welfare payments; but cuts in
his public affairs and finance staff "would
not be appropriate. ,,-

consisting of three faculty members and
The academic grievance system at' BSU
three,student members. This board makes
may undergo radical change.
the' ruling on' the case. The Academic
The recent case of BSU athelete Rick
Grievance Board would handle any appeal
Rebozzi ','indirectly" influenced the reforof this ruling.
mation of the academic l10nesty policy at
The proposed system must be passed by
BSU, said Dr. David Taylor, Vice..president
the Faculty Senate and the ASBSU Senate
of Student Affairs.
before the BSU president's cabinet finaliy
A Faculty Senate ad hoc committee,
confirms the proposal.
chaired by Dr. Phillip Eastman, drafted the
Dr. Taylor said that the proposal may go
proposed
changes
i*i the academic
into effect by Spring semester. The Student
grievance system of' \l4lse review. The
Policy Board will incorporate the policy
currently existing system places all power in
change into, the existing body of student
the Academic ,Grievance Board which
policy.
'
solely' rules upon charges of academic
Bev Nichols, member of the'Siudent'
.dishonesty- A means of appeal does not
Policy Board, said that "there really isn't a
dear definition of honesty" in any, existing
now exist.
The proposed system "protects the
policy statement.
Dr. Taylor, also a
student'S right of appeal," said Dr. Taylor,
Student Policy Board member, said that the
administration representative for the ad
definition of academic honesty should be
hoc committee.
elab0rated.
The new system consists of two boards: a
Another board member, Mary Lou
grievance board and an appeal board. In a
Virgil, said that the ~niversity should "take
case of violation,
the dean of the
a stand on the issue."
appropriate school would appoint a board

a

.

Army Scouting
For NRA?
Gun control advocates claim the Anny is
spending a million dollars a year to recruit
young members for the National Rifle
Association., For 80 years, the Army has .
operated a "nationall:ioard fot the
promotion of rifle practice" to provide
guns, ammunition and targets to teenagers.
Although the program is supposed to train
prospective Army marksmen, Senator
Edward Kennedy claims only three percent
of the Army's trainees have benefited from
it, and Sam Fields of the National
Organization to Ban Handguns calls the
Board •'the littleNRA in the Pentagon."
The Rifle Association dismisses that
assertion as "idiotic."

Fa t.C at Farmer.
' '"B lk' f' U S·' A"d
, et" U' ..0
~..
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Several senators from the College of
Southern Idaho in Twin Falls met With the
BSU Senate Wednesday, Nov. 18, as part
of a program to learn more about Boise
State and its system of student
'
government. Besides being taken on a tour
of the campus by Senators Greg Waller and
Patrick Wiench, they also attended
Wednesday's Senate meeting.
In Senate business, President Tony Lund
presented the results of a study made by
Patrick Wiench on the feasibility of an '
ASBSU run movie theatre. This was done
as a summer research project and the
conclusion reached at the end of the study
was that a threatre would not be feasible at
this time.
Vice-President Kay Kemp requested
confinnation by the Senate of her
appointment of Senator Helen Holt to the
Faculty Senate,This appointment was
confirmed by a unanimous voice vote.
Standing committees are still working on
the Election code, a Public Relations Bill, a
Personnel Selection Committee Act, two
bills pertaining to the Student Programs
Board, possible changes in part-time
student fee structure, and a Senate Ethics
Committee.
The Senate will not be meeting next week
because of the Thanksgiving vacation, so'
the next Senate meeting will be Wednesday,
Dec, 2 at 3:40 in the Senate Chambers. The
next Senate Caucus will be Dec. 3 at 3:40 in
the Senate offices. Both meeting places are
located on the 2nd floor of the SUB.
Contactany one of us at OUT Senate
office #385-1440, leave a message for us
with our Secretary Glenda at that number,
or attend our meetings with any questions
or concerns that you might have. We are
here to serve your interests, but we need
, your help and input to do the kind of job
that you deserve.
Deanna Gibler
.President Pro-Tern
BSU Senate

Wllderness Society Speaks Out Against Watt
Since 1935, the Wilderness Society's
number-one purpose has been to preserve
public lands. As a lobbying organization,
'the Society's foremost achievements are the
passage of the Wilder~ess' Preservation
Act. which now encompases about 22
million acres in 40 states, and being the
leader in the fight' to save Alaska's
wilderness in the most recent Congress.
The Wilderness Society has never been so
challenged to preserve public lands as it is
now under the administration of Secretary ,
James Watt. The ,Soci~ty, however, has
experienced a sort of sweet and sour benefit
as a direct result of Watt and his notorious
land use' policies; the society, ';155,000
member
organization,
grew by ten
thousand this year.
According to Wilderness Society Execudve OirectorBillTurnage,
speaking,'at a
press conference held at Boise State

represent the special interest of private
industry--big timber, big mining, and big
oil--and to fight the conservation
movement."
'.
Turnage said that although Watt is new
to his position, two of his proposals have
already, been rebuked by federal courts.
The federal court in Alaska found Watt
in violation' for trying rto transfer "lead
agency status" for oil and gas exploration
in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
from the Fish and Wildlife Service (the
agency given, this responsibility by lawr.to
the U.S. GeolQgical Survey.
. Then, earlier this year, Watt unleaShed,
dory that went off "like abang," Turnage
said, when he announced that he was'
consirjlering opening up ,four
environmentally sensitive basins off the coast of
northern California for gas and oil leases.
A federal district court held in July that he
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Surface Mining.,
'
Proposing "full-throttle"
go-aheads for'
off-the-road vehicles in desert lands and for
snowmobiles in national parks.
Urging that prohibitions against oil and
. gas explorations in marine sanctuaries be
lifted.
In Idaho, Turnage pointed out that the
Wilderness Society fought tenaciously for
the Sawtooth Wilderness Area in the '50s
and the.River of No Return Wilderness in
the '70s. Now, the Society is engaged in
helping the Idaho Conservation League
with its Forest Management Plan.
"Idaho probably has, more wilderness
,potential than any other state. It's a state
that has a great deal of involvement with
the Wilderness Society, and it has a wann
spot in the hearts of all conservationists,"
,'Turnage said.'
'
While Watt may travel river excursions
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IT'S THE VEAR·TO $£
THANKFUt, HELP'
YOURSELVES BOYS., ..

Buying Turkey,
Eating Crow.
Thanksgiving editorials are easy to write.
All you do is 'write happy"
No 'happy
write,' no B-rated fantasy, Ronnie Reagan
burned the bird. Shirley Temple will not
make a guest appearance at the end of this
.editorial,. not even Nancy can make her
pimp her dimples.
_
What's happened in the last ten months?
In the 'other' world, little new happened.
People were born, starved, and died: The
mainstream U.S. press covered the foreign
celebrities, travesties, and tragedies-spoonfeeding America the usual dish of People
with an accent. Was anybody watching
while General/Secretary
Haig traded.
human rights for defense rites?
Stateside the story's not better. We've
been told the honeymoon is over. In its
term we've found out that RR can't stop
deficit spending, Stockman admits that his
economic revitalization is nothing more
than an old.Republican rerun, and whoa,
no more federal government (for a day).
Meanwhile, federal environmental, health
and food quality enforcement has bitit.
The Jungle anyone?
_
"
Be careful in your holiday feast, who
knows what you'll eat-last
November
someone sold us a bill of goods.
BM

Helms ~Hyde
The Helms-Hyde bill now before the
U.S. Senate proposes that it be legally
established that human life begins at
conception.
Thus, any fertilized human
egg would be regarded asa human being
deserving all the rights granted to an
American citizen under the constitution.
Abortion would be murder, pre-meditated
murder.
I( intentionally causing the
destruction of a fertilized human cell is
considered murder, then the unintentional
act should
be considered
at least
manslaughter.
Miscarriage would be
manslaughter.
The prospect of such an ambiguous law
leaves endless hypothetical possibilities. Ifwe conclude that the combination of an egg
cell and a" sperm cell are deserving of
constitutional rights, shouldn't the compo-'
nent parts of this union also be deserving of
rights? Shall we establish laws concerning
the egg and the sperm?
Shall
contraception, menstruation, and masturbation also be outlawed?
It seems only
fitting that the organs which produce these
cells also be given legal consideration.
Equal Rights for testes and ovaries! And
why not even grant full constitutional rights
to the bodies that contain these organs?!
I guess we have gotten a little carried
away here, haven't we? I mean, the idea of
giving human beings the right to decide for
themselves .what happens inside their own
bodies does sound a bit absurd compared to
the Helms-Hyde bill, doesn't it?
Russ P. Markus

.
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office "debugged."
"These people" have not been "harass:ing" nor "backbiting"
Mr. Lund. They
havehad real and justifiable reasons for
questioning his actions.
Chris Eynon

ASBSU·
Turnover
After seeing C.U.L.L. posters around
the school, I decided, as a concerned
student of B.S.U. to do some researching
myself.
I saw Tony Lund speak during the
campaign and agreed with him when he
stated that the ASBSU should be run like a
business. I thought 'Great'!
My research has determined that Mr.
Lund's administration has experienced an
employee turnover rate of an .astounding
82 percent. Investigating local corporations
I discovered that the low was one large
unnamed computer' company that has only
a 3 percent employee' turnover rate,
compared with a large mobile home
manufacturing company with the high of
16 percent turnover rate. This represented
the statistical range of the evaluation. The
facts speak for themselves.
.
Mr. Lund, I do not believe you know
nowor will ever know what a business is,
let alone a most rudimentary understanding
of how to manage one. By the way, what
school did you say you were enrolled in?
John Bums

.Point by Point

Although I have no desire to start a battle
in print, after reading Tony Lund's letter of
last week I felt inclined to comment on Mr.
.Lund's use of the words "backbiting" and
"harassing."
It is my opinion that Mr.
Lund has no right or reason to use those
words, considering his own actions.
. Isn't freezing the University News'
budget, while the editor.was out of town,
because of a "misunderstanding"
an
example of "backbiting?"
What about the KBSU incident?,lt seems
to me that there. was quite. a bit of
"backbiting" involved.
"
In IDY opinion, Mr • Lund's.
tion has been epitomized by~oUl
~d.
illUsions of grandeur. l"ore.xample, durmg
the summer Mr,Lund inquired as to hoW'
much it WouldeOstto have hispresir.Jent!ai .
PAGE4 eUNirERSI1'YNEWS_.'!'l.OV,24-D,EC.l
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In response to Tony Lund's letter in the
November 18-23 issue of the University
News, I submit the following:
.
L He stated "senate rules ... quorum is
seven;" in fact-quorum is six.
2. He stated,"1
used my own funds"
(for the Reno/Nevada trip). In fact, the
President's budgetcomesfroril
student
funds-he used student funds.
3. He states he "waited 45 minutes" for
the meeting to begin and was gone for 20
minutes. Lsat in the senate office from'
10:35 until 11: 10 waiting for President
Lund toreturn. I left to get ready for work.
I saw him only as he was hurrying down the
stairs away from the senate office at 10:35.
Again, and I may sound like a broken
record, but how long do we go on being
misled? It is not too late to institute recall
proceedings-wrongs can be made right .. ·
.
.. Helen Holt
ASBSUSenator

The' Innocent Bystander

The Landlord's Fault
By Arthur Hoppe
Scene: The Heavenly Real Estate Office .. The Landlord is busily rummaging through a
cabinet labeled: "Moonbeams, birdsong, Variegated Comet. Tails & 'Mise ... as his business
agent, Mi. Gabriel, enters, Golden Trumpet in hand.
.

•••
The Landlord: Now where did I put that jar of Even tide? Lavender and gold, as I recall.
Can't make a new galaxy without Eventide ...
Gabriel: Excuse me, sir. I have the latest property damage report from that little
blue-green planet you love so well:
.
.,
The Landlord: Earth? (sighing) I suppose my "tenants down there' have forgotten all about
me again?
"
Gabriel: To the contrary, sir. Their devojionto you knows no bounds.
The Landlord (pleased): My, that's nice tohear, Gabriel.
Gabriel: And because of their devotion to you, sir, the Catholics and Protestants are
slaughtering each other in Irelarid; the Christians and Moslems are blowing one another up'
in Lebanon; and the holiest leader of Iran is putting bullet holes in anyone who offends his
Sunni disposition.
The Landlord (shaking his head): Still? Ever since I leased the place to them, they've been
killing each other, in my name. I just don't understand.
. .
.
Gabriel: Oh, it's simple enough, sir. Each of these fanatics has created you in his own
image. He therefore believes that anyone who varies from him in appearance or thought
varies from you and is thus aheretic fit only for righteous dismemberment.
The Landlord. (thoughtfully): Butterflies
Gabriel: Are you all right, sir?
The Landlord: Do you realilze, Gabriel, that I created more than 20,006 species of
butterflies -- each different from all the rest in shape, shade, hue and pattern?
Gabriel: Amazing, sir.
•
The Landlord: And snowflakes. Since thedawn of time, I have manufactured countless
myriads of snowflakes, no two alike. A neat trick, if I do say so myself.
Gabriel: Wondrous, sir.
"
The Landlord: Yes, wondrous. What if I had cast all creatures that swim or crawl or walk
or fly in a single mold, painted the same dull shade of gray?
Gabriel: A dreary world, sir, and no tribute to your powers.
.
.
The Landlord: Exactly, Gabriel. Joyous variety is my hallmark, inyessenc~. It isa hint of.
my infinity, my omnipotence. Joyous variety is the proof that my.works are.mine. So those
.who would condemn variety . . ..'
'.
.
.'
Gabriel: Are the worst of blasphemers, sir. (eagt:rly raising his Golden Trumpet) Shall I
sound the Eviction Notice now? .
The Landlord: No, Gabriel. I fear the fault is mine.
Gabriel: Yours, sir?How cari you say such a thing?.
"
1?e Landlord (smiling ~efuIlY): iI\creating every conceivablevariety, Gabriel, I had no
choice but to create a vanety that can't bear variety.
Gabriel: Hut, even so, sir,' these fanatics .•..
The Landlord (sternly): By me, Gabriel! WoUld you condemn One of my variations?
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AIM Activist:

Russell
Means
• Continued'jrom

hawks, headresses, and peace pipes. We
barely p.erceive the hard reality' of the
reservation except for knowing that they're
usually located' on updesirable land.
Russell Means cafrs them "concentration
camps." . He said that there lives "were
positive before going to the reservation.
The concentration camp is all negative. We'
begin to talk negative, backbite, are not
allowed to follow tht; teachings of our
ancestors. "
He said that Indians "pick up all the bad
things, liquor ... we become excellent liars,
therefore excellent politicians. They still
believe"1n the spoken word, but .it is
in a negative context- now -",
"On the reservations we still have
extended families, somewhat," said Means,
"if Mormons and BIA (Bureau of Indian
Affairs) don't steal our children."
He then. explained the structure of their
extended families and how they. work. He
said the children from the extended family
know nothing butlove from their parents,
who never once disciplined them, because
The Amertcan Indian has been subject
,aunts and uncles were the disciplinarians.
to ostracism and oppression by the United
~'Children grew up with total'unadulterated
States. Knowledge of Indians is gravely
love toward their parents," Means said.
lacking and American edUcation continues
However, the cluster homes, for the
to h.omogenize and distort them.
. . nuclear family on the reservation, '.'break
Because
we have been cursorily
down the community concept."
"The
familiarized with the American Indian
parents still don't discipline," he said,
through this mediocre education,societally
."they allow the :school and police to
we give them the brush off. They are
discipline." As a result, students drop out
_generic __compartmentalized and set aside.
of school and there" is "confusion over
"Indian"
becomes" synonymous with
what to do with the future of our
Thanksgiving,
Sacajawea,
tipis, tomachildren. "
Means contends that the American
Indian was singled out by the government,
that "programs were cut to insure that we
fail." What they want, Means said, is "a
government of Indians by Indians." Referring to Secretary of the Interior Watt,
said, "on the concentration camps we can't
begin anything without his approval" and,
then,
there
are"
built in failure
factors--how can you have self-determina-

received 'messages,looked
around us' and
saw that everr living thing has a direction
and role inl:life to play except the
two-legged.
Man was the only thing without, so they
took the hint. That's how we built, without
purpose, cursed with the power of reason.
So, we followed the knowledge of superior
beings around us. We didn't overpopulate
or have disease.
Regardless of their philosophY, the
American Indian have been both discriminated against, typecast and romanticized to
the point. of sensationalism,
which is
essentially reverse discrimiation.

cover

"We're Tontos, savages, raping and
pillaging. We circled wagon trains and got
shot off horses."
"call him a primitive savage. He comes
,from.a people that did not have old age
homes, prisons,' orphanages, disease. Yet,
they call us devil worshippers."
Countering the stereotypi~a1 Indian at
war Means said, "It is not an honorto kill,
it never was considered an honor--killing is i
easy to do."
The origin of the American Indian has
long been subject to dispute. Means derides
the ice bridge theory, over which ancient
Indians supposedly traverSed from China.
Means said "How could we, we had no
down jackets or .thermal underwear."
"Mormons claim we're Jewish, one of
the lost tribes from 'Israel." Some scholars
claim "we're from the lost continent of
Atlantis. Hopi's can't even swim!"
Our own people traditionally say that
"we've always been here," said Means.
The philosophy of the Red Indians from
the Western Hemisphere is the same." He
relates, eons ago--in the beginning we

. .: Oppression

'

tion?"
One of AIM's most dangerous oppressors is a faction of Indians that Means
thinks have sold out. This is the American
Indian who has fallen prey to "the colonial
power that needs to rape her mother so
industry can continue--bastardization
into
industrial science addicts," said Means.'
Describing the Council
of Energy
Resource Tribes (CERT), who ire working
with Watt, he said that the 26 Indians
selected for the cou'ncir do not represent
the American Indian at-large in the United
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Lindsey Manning, tribal councilman from the Duck. Valley Indian Rese;vatian addresses
the waterrish!» controversy over Wild Horse Reservoir and the contamination of water by
radioactive and chemical wastes last Tuesday night. Photo by Russ Markus.
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States.
Means called CERT "a bastard child of
multiIrational corporations,"
that' represents deaui and destruction of their culture
and people "for the sake of a few dollars.
A true Indian doesn't go to bed with the
oppressor." The stakes are .high: oil, gas
and uranium for the Americans, the fate of.
their land for the American Indian.
.
Continued to page 8 •
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The land is integrated into' the
omnipresent religion and spirituality of the.
Indian' Culture.

'Spirituality

s.

. "-

Pri:"~

of the heart and reality easily.
don of all children. Industrial society has
"Af1 oral society depends on pictures; the
taken all essence of life out. "
English language doesn't. We depend on , Means refers to our age of scarcity as a
honesty. Everything is positive,' there's
result of the "planet-eating game of eating
nothing negati ve in the world if you're
0"' ownn"ho-.t."·Mi",,"ld,plntinu
free," explained Means,' "Philosophy.
of chrome, bauxite,' gold and oil, all
psychologytry to tell you the true meanin~; essential ingredients for industry are not as
from the oral standpoint means there is no abundant as in times past.
negativism."
The most horrendous part, to Means, is
"When we were free people our life was
the decreasing availability of water, world
oral. Then we made treaties with the United
wide. He predicts that "industrial society
States through oral in,terpreters and the
will go insane." .
"What we maintain,'" he said, "is
United States refused to live,up to them,"
claims Means: When you come from an
~:i~\~~n~~r~:~:::nc~~a:s ~:~l~cf~tf~:
oral society the spoken word has to be
sacred cycle of. life." .
. .'
truthful.
The alternative to industrial society is
"
_
W He. continues to say' that the. U.S.
e"onolOl'cself
suffl'c'lency, Means specula
" s to.live.up',to the writ.ten ted .,,'"Bol'se Idaho could not' stand by
constitution refl1~e.
word and that it has been violated everyday
itself" because industrial society couldn't
for over a century to the point where it
afford it. "Industrial society has made:the
"hasn't any valuewhatsoevet."
_
absurd the norm and the norm the absurd
According to Means, the written word
because they're .looking for Utopia or the
just causes more arguments and misundertrickle down theory or communism,"
standing. "If it were not for the written
claimed Means.
_---------------------------....

Means said that 'Columbus caUed them
Indios, meaning 'in with God', because
"the first thing they recognized was' our
spiritual beauty ... a people in with god."
Currently, Means' freedom to exercise
his spirituality on his land at Yellow
Thunder Camp is being threatened. by
current litigation between the Lakotas and
the U. S. Forest Service, who both claim
ownership of the land in South Dakota's
Black Hills.
The Forest Servicehas slapped a price tag
on it, but the members of YellowThunder
'Camp won't be bought off.
"Our people do not want to sell their
church," Means said, "that would be ltke
Christians selling Bethlehem." By not
respecting and contextually understanding
the difference between Indian and
Christian religion and culture, the Indian is
misinterpreted by the White Man and gross
disrespect toward their values ensue. Means
said, "We had no need for missionaries,"
adding that, "they're going to have to
massacre us to get us out of our church."
The church is their land.
"What the elders teach is the sacred cycle
of life." Means said Indians recognize their
place in the Universe and are in: rhythyID
with their "grandmother, mother the
earth."
"To Europeans. time is in a straight line,
to Indians time is a circle of four rooms,"
said Means. "The Indian way you sit is in a
circle... lodge, pipes, gourds, four' seasons.. .Iife is round from birth to death."
, Means said to a Tuesday night audience
that everyone who "is afraid of the future
is an industrial science addict, and if we
weren't afraid of the unknown we wouldn't
tum night into day."
He suggested that we look and listen to a
tree; to watch it in'four seasons. "It teaches
you how to live with yourself and your
family." '
Means' constant foes are the white man,
his government, his written word, and his
industrial society.
He claims that the white man, himself, is
in turmoil because we can't "trace back our
creation stories. Our tribalism was
eradicated during the Dark A~es and our
roots disappeared in the name of the Holy
Roman Empire." This led to our
despiritualization and loss of communion
with our grandmother, mother the earth,"
Means explained.
The American, Indian has endured
decade after decade of government control.
Originally "being generous to a fault,"
they have been exploited ever since.
Of their rapport with the Reagan
Administration, Means said, "It doesn't
matter who's in power, they all live in the
same house."
He said the land thefts have continued
although Reagan is "up front about it,
unlike Kennedy or Carter. Reaganomics is
nothing new."
Means would like to force the United
States to practice honesty and integrity for
once. He thinks that Once the U.S. "can
deal with the Indians, they will be able to
cope with'someone else that's different."

members of the Lakota on U.S•. Forest

Serviceland. This land originally belonged
to the Lakota, a band of the Great Sioux
Nation, but the United States government
seized it in 1877 with the dis covers of m"k
Hills gold.
Recently, the U.S. Supreme COurt
acknowledged the injustice and ruled that
the Lakota is to receivemoney for the land.
The Lakota, however, are not willing to
sell.They do not want to leave the 800 acre
tract, nor do they intend to. Litigation is
underWayat this time.
Last April the Lakota fl1eda Special Use
Application with the Forest Service for the
construction of 83 buildings. Their plans
are for 80 passive solar bermed homes and
,three geodesic domes, two for educational
purposes and one for spiritual use, They

intend to use an abundant supply of wood
as a back up for two wind driven
generators.
.
. The plans for Yellow Thundef Camp
engender three principles, the first being
that
"spirituality
of Lakota
cultureis-theessential
and life," nextfoundation
that "the
Sacred Paha Sapa has always been central
to Lakota spirituality, which requires
intrinsic access to and occupancy of this
area," and, "Lakota spirituality is a
constant and ongoing aspect of Lakota
life." These tenets have been incorporated
into the plan for YellowThunder Camp.
. Lakota's consider the very act of
litigation over there land and infringement
of their right for self-determination.
According to the last legally binding
treaty, the Fort Laramie Treaty of 1868,the
government is also bound to provide
materials and labor for the construction of
the 83 buildings. Today, a. proposed
compromise states that the Lakota will
provide. the labor if the-v government,
provides the materials.
The "Lakotas' judicious manner of·
approaching the issue is not currently
reflected by the state government. In
August the. Forest Service rejected the
SpecialUse Application and demanded that
the people leave by September 8.
The people refused to leave so the
government filed a civil suit against the
Lakota the next day. It alleges that the
camp. residents are violating regulations
and laws.
It also "requests that the court grant a
permanent injunCtion removing the people
of YellowThunder. and barring them from
ever again occupying any portion in the
Black Hills National Forest."
The Governor of South Dakota, William
Janklow said tMt if the' federal government
doesn't take action' against the camp he
will. The press have Janklow on the record
forreferring to the inhabitants of Yellow
Thunder Campas"pigs," "clowns," and a
"bunch of dogs."
•
His attitude was demonstrated by his raid
and subsequent confiscation of 30,000
pounds of food from the camp on
September 9th, under the false pretense of
investigating a 1979 audit.
Russell Means'
"It is a question of whether or not the
U.S. government wishes to .knowingly
engage directly in a policy of overt cultural
He said that no matter what political genocide at this time in history," states a
word we wouldn't need courts of law, or
ideologyAmericans
follow
we
still
rape
the
description of Yellow Thunder Camp.
police-oral societies have neither-no jails,
Means said, "All we want is a lousy 800
prisons or-insane asylums," said Means. ' land, exploit every living thing--from grass
acres. We've already faced them down
Schools are indoctrination, mills, he to people. .
Means described the' educated as. the once." And they 'will do it again if it's
continues, claimingthat all the theory.you
intellectual elite .of industrial society, deemed necessary.
.
. .
are subjected to is just that: theory that
wherein actuality they are nothing more
A recurrent message 'in Means" disdoesn't have anything to do with the real
than gophers.
courses is his' warning to ranchers and
world. Means also said that schools
When..asked during his lecture, where farmers, who he thinks are the new Indians.
individualize, make you less apt to share.
the Europeans went wrong, Means
To them he says, "That which is
He now views accounting,Ws. past
attributed it to several possibilities
happening to Indians isgoingto happen to
career, asa method of White Man's
including .scholastics, .Newton, Hegel: you. ' Agriculture is' becoming more
exploitation, .a vehicle of selfishness and
Descartes, Marx, and Adam Smith. The effici~nt through .~orporate society,"
greed to falsify the reality of the real world.
advent or improvement of the plow may referring to the takeover of family farms by.
Means' frustrated portrayal of our
have had an effect, because it "yielded the encroaching corporate farms .
lawmaking procedure is not withoutVIrY
.surplus." .
'
.'
The American Indian Movement, of the
wit~-after'continuous argument. Congress
; a.e'alsothought England'sOv~rpopula·
~80scon.tinues.It'svoice is now recognized
passes a law which is put on paper; then it
takes years to interpret what Congress tion ~as a contributing ~actor..• dubbing it' mternatlonally., No longer. violent, AIM
the, first,melting pot.' England has used' up now works diligentlyto stop. the genocide
means.
most,of its natural wood supply, he added, of the Indian pepple, tQ strike for freedom,
and that two percent of Erigland's land is and to regain control and the determination
for agriculture..the rest is for cities.
.of their lives. .

"What we .want is a govemment
for Indians by Indians."

:Cold 'Dry 'Leaves

.•....

lnd~strial-Society

CJ .

""'~~"",
..
Comparing languages'Means said, "Th~
'

'.

langlJage.1speak talks .jripictures~-Sacied
Paba Sapal11eansBlack ~lls in words, but .
.to us it shows.~hepine trees andgranite--the'
aetualessence pf ~hat tltChillsar.e about. 'I·
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RussellMeans has a philosophyonthe .
effects of industrial society. Basically, he
thinks tltat industrial. society",attemptS'.to
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Yellow Thunder'
Camp'
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Sports-Soup

by Stew O'Brien

WalkAbout

Walking is an overlooked pastime, yet
something that is physically beneficial to
us, when done regularly.
So you're
probably thinking; "Hey, I walk alot, blow
it out yourear, Ste"'." But I ask, how far
do you walkl1 From your houseto your
car, car to class or job (parking as close as
humanly possible of course), or maybe
around the block to grab a bite or a cold
one. We've become so attached to our
combustion -concublnes that walking to
actually get someplace becomes a veryhard-to-swallow suggestion.

Walking for the sport of it involves some
sort of distance.' 'I'm talking miles-not
blocks! At an average pace, a mile can be
covered in 15 minutes or so, which (related
to terms easily understood) is 4 mph. True,
that is pretty slow but four miles in Boise
will get you places. From downtown to the
Idaho Fairgrounds, or Curtis and Cole
Roads, or. even from downtown
to
Broadway to 1-80. When's the last time
you walked to Grant's Truck Stop?
Aside from. the obvious
exercise
involved, you see so much more when you
walk, such as details easily missed when
whizzing by at 35-40 mph. Even the winter,
which is visually bleak in this area, can

yield pleasant sights if you take the time to
look during a walk. Clearing your head is
an added benefit of a good walk and is a
good way to relieve tensions or anxieties
built up in our modern a-go-go society.
So you're saying now, alright, walking'S
good for you, but there's no competitiveness in it for the macho (or would it be
macha for women?).
Don't speak too
soon.
Competitive
walking is not
happening to any organized degree in the
valley, but anything that has qualified as an
Olympic event since 1906 is enough of a
sport for me. The world record for men is
held by Daniel Bautista of Mexico. for
20,000 meters covered in 1 hour 20 minutes.,
set in October of '79. The women's record
is held by Marion Fawkes of England for
10,000 meters covered in 48 minutes 11
seconds set in July of '79.
The world's longest walking race is held
yearly in France and entails 315 miles from
Paris to Strasbourg and was won last year
in 60 hours, 1 minute, and 10 seconds by
Roger Pietquin, averaging 5.25 mph over
the distance.
Now that's some serious
walking!!!
Since 1589, there has been
organized competitive walkingr-so don't
question the seriousness or endurance of
the sport.
.
I've done a little competitive walking
myself and it isn't as easy as one might
imagine. There's intense pressure on your
hips, which is compounded
by any
distance. Anyone doubting these claims
can contact the News office and leave a
message for Jerry Carter to set up an
on-field meet of walking abilities.
.
One last thing about the merits of
walking, it's a good way to visit with a
friend and hold meaningful counsel. Try it
sometime .•

Four members and the coach of the Boise State FieldHockey Club have been selected to
play with theSkagit Valley Field Hockey team at the National Field Hockey Championships
in Orlando, Florida on November 25-29.
They are: (L to R. back): Linda Woolnough, Coach Jayne VanWassenhove. Martha'
Roletto; (L to R. front): Suzan Schenk. Joan Pitta way.
Team members are seeking donations to help meet the expenses of their trip. Call
385-1654 for more information.

Football
After a comfortable 35-14 Boise State
lead at halftime, the University of Idaho
Vandals staged an amazing comback to.
almost ruin the Broncos chances of earning
a berth to the Division I-AA playoffs, by
scoring 29 second-half points to BSU's 10
last Saturday night in Moscow.
The Broncos finished their last regular
season game two points ahead of the
Vandals 45-43, in wIJilt seemed to be a BSU
rout.
BSU grapplers will be competing in the
Boise State amassed . 21 first quarter
Sun Devil Classic Tournament in Tempe,
points to Idaho's 7, including a 100 yard
Arizona Dec. 4-5 to open their 1981-82
kickoff return by John Broadous.
season.
The second and-third Quarters seemed to
Head coach Mike Young commented
go well for the Broncos as they held onto a
earlier that he is looking' forward to an
42-21 lead before the final quarter.
enjoyable year because, "We have a strong
. Then. the U'of I came back with a quick,
contingent of returning chaml?ig!!U1,ncia
score to close the gap to within two
very good' freshffian-class:;;-.
touchdowns.
Last weekend, the wrestlers hosted an
Kenrick Camerud seemed to ice up the
open tournament 'and fared well.'
.
game momentarily, when he booted a
Although there was no team scoring, the
29-Y!lrd field goal with 8:13 left in the
Broncos- finished third with' 42 points,
game. But the Vandals didn't give up.
behind Utah State in second with 56, and
Russell Davis, the BigSky's'leading
Brigham Young in first with 72,
ground-gainer, scored on a 2O-yard run,
BSU's
Kevin Wood
was named
and minutes later, Vic Wallace pulled down
.outstanding'lNrestier after winning the 183
a51-yard touchdown pass. The Vandals
j,veight class by pinning former Boise State
succeeded on a two-point' conversion,
standout Bill Braseth.
..
reducing the point-spread to within two .:
Among other top finishers for the
An onsides kick attempt failed for Idaho
Broncos were: Scott Barrett, taking the 132
in their desperation
to overcome the
class by defeating teammate Stan ArmBroncos however, and BSU clung on to the
strong. Bill Bauman finished fourth at 183,
Victory.
and Harold Whittman placed fourth at 196.
With the win, BSU is almost assured an
invitation to the playoffs, said, Boise State
Sports Information . Director Dave Mendiola.
,: ' Although the site of the playoff game
Last year', the BSU football teilyl
had not been determined by press time, the
brought home a national championship,
Boise State Broncos will havealot of work
and this year, the women's volleyball team
, cut out for them to retain last year's title.
might have that chance.
.
Seeded first in last week's regional finals,
the Broncos downed'. the University of
Idaho twice to take the first place. trophy
and a trip to the AlA W Division I nationals
Dec. 4-'6 in Colorado Springs, Colorado .
. The Broncosopelled 'the first game with
a loss-to the. Vandals 14-16, but came back'
to win thematch 15-9, 15-7;
.The ~.~Vspikers swept the secondartd
.finalmatch 15-5, 15-12,to takethe regional
27-28:·Basketball;. BSU at-Spartan Cutless
title away . from the, defending Idaho
a~sic (in East Lansing, Michigan)
,Vandals.,.',,·
.•..
•...
.:Notonly did:theBroncos
will the team
<;hampsi()nship, they also received. .in-:
dividual honors as well..
'.... • .
~5:Wrestling; .BStJ at Sun Devil Classic (in
.Four- players ., were '.''sleeted' on the
Tempe, Arizona) , ,
.. ' .' .
All-Regional team;' RhoridaRecknor, .Pam
,Hadley and ~~tlf: Bergin were honored "011 . 4-6: VOlleyball; BSUat AIAW Division!
national finals (in Colorado Springs,
the first team,whileAriilette
Waters was
.
.
placed on the secondteam.
....
'. .."Colorado)

Wrestling
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Tubs'Now 0 en
Get your memberships while
they are still 525.00 per year.

~_------"' Rates

54.00 per hour-permember.
56.00 per hour :perguest.

503 SO.'5th'
Corner of 5th and 'Myrtle

(Open hours' are

e!.B!~

are here Nov. 25 - 29

~g\')

"Clothes on Consignment"

~lLn(5\nIG§are

1=tt===Backgammon, Tournament
Sponsored by PI Sigma Epsilon'
Cash 'Prizes & Trophies to be Awarded
Saturday Dec. 5th 11:00 AM -,. 6:00 PM
Sunday Dec. 6th
(If Necessary)
$3.00 Entry Fee
Registration 10:00 AM

ook for Upcoming

Details!'==Il===t

The U.S. Navy has scholarships available for
highly qualifed Engineering, Physics and Math
majors. You will receive $800 per month for
your last two years of college, without
affiliation with an ROTC Unit. Job positions
after graduation are:Nuclear Power Plant
Manager; Graduate Level Technical Teachers;
Civil Engineering; and Research and
Development.

:.

Stay on Top 0/
Fashion with ...

,

Holiday Sparkle!

FOREIGN
CAR ~PARTS
"(CISSO.,IS roo,
.,
pARTS FOR • AUDI • AU811N HULfY • 8M.W .• CAPfU
• DATSUN. RAT • ttONDA • MfRClI)U.-BENZ • 1lIG·· or£L
• PSUTO • POI\ICHf. • TOYO'A • 11VUMPH • VOlVO
w.vOUSWAQ[H

S.tudent
Discounts Avoiloble

imparts lne,
5

3_ -02"
3.,8. 8"
iima

~",~---,--------------~---.-1

"1:-

~

'Q Club Night Dec. 3

80

For more information call: Mr. Owsley
Collect (208) 334-1495.

1576 GROVE
ON THE CORNER OF 16TH & GROVE
HOURS 8 AM TO 5:30 MON-FR: 8:30 AM
'TILL NOON SII11JRDAY

here Dec. 2 -6

JANGLES

SCHOLARSHIPS

,~,,,tar,
A_

S7~5d'"per person).

Come Down & Check Usoutl

We have bro,kenin prices because our clothes have "
been broken in for you. Buy a new wardrobe for what
you would nonnaDy pay for one pair of jeans.
Come i1 and see us!

1==*===1

~--t

For holiday parties, long dresses return in glitter
and gold! Look for metallic accents, accessories, and
make-up to create that holiday magic and feminine',
elegance in off-the-shouldercreations
and singleshoulder styles, as well as classic blouses- and skirts.
.Tunics are terrific, too, and are being worn over
,pants .and skirts alike. Falling loose from the
shoulders. cut as a tabard, or wrapped with a wide,
bold belt to emphasize the waistline, tunics this
holiday season are elegant and fashionable as never
before.
'
. Great pants looks provide possibilities in' every
length, every fabric, and for every occasion during
the holidays. Find them in sensational fabrics like
velvet, lame, jersey knits, satins, and sheers.
Gemstone colors' fit the holiday mood best - deep,
rich, and pure!
,
'
And who can resist caressing angora'? Sweaters,
are more wearable, more touchable, more feminine
in feel and look. Fair them with, everything from
suits to skirts and knickers for a festive feeling!
All of your old favorite styles are showing off in
the new, favorite fabrics to give a softer look this
season. Clothes that' have appeal and enhance the'
wearer.Oothes
that cling or swing, gather, drape
and ruffle. Particularly blouseswith the new, higher
necks, puffed sleeves, inset with lace and bow-tied in
satin, or ruffled at the neck, the waist, the sleeve.
Wear with long,pleated
skirts and full-length
culottes for that elegant feeling, that look Of charm
and grace.
'
This holiday the overall look Is rich, warm, soft,
and elegant with a new alluring style you'll love to
wear, ,love to touch! The look. is, easy.. and
comfortable not stiff and prim; ,l;Illve fun this
holiday season! You'll feel terrific,lookterific,
tool
'Sohavea ve,ry merry holiday arid look forward to an
even better New Yearl
'BEsT,WISHES
ANDA,VERY
HAPPY,
HEALTHY"AND
PROSPEROUS NEW ,YEAR!

,·BOJANGLES
Downtown:
.. Evergreen Plata
,(j~e"'land&.FivemilePl~~a

,

I B

I
Pboebe&,the,Pig~D People

by Jay Lynch & GalyWhitney

As far as earthquakes go, it wasn't much. Barely a
tremor, really. Dishes rattled and windows shook in
the homes of Katmandu. Sleeping dogs awoke. In a
room at the Motel 6, a glass globe, rolled off of a
table and was smashed to bits 'on the floor below •

•••••••••••••••••••••••
You know you can ~OUl1ton The Plain Truth from
your buddy Scoop 'Sherlock. It's just my nature.
The Plain Truth is: Tibetan nightclubs are boring.
Just a bunch of outdoorsy-type sheepherders (well,
reindeers, "actually) sitting around a couple of
samovars, drinking tea with reindeer milk arid butter,
in it.
'
I'm not saying they don't know how to have a
good time--maybe I've just got a better grasp of the
concept. They seemed to enjoy the Lymph Nerds
enough. They would stomp and clap along with the
songs, doing their best to keep up with the reggae a
go go beat. When a song ended they would slam
their mugs all together and shout for more.
Occasionally the generator would sputter and die,
turning the band instantly into an acoustic group.
The reindeer boys thought this was hilarious, though
one of them would usually help start it up again.
The Bubu and I decided to go back to our room
and turn in.' There's nothing like a day's work to
make you appreciate a night's sleep .

by' brian bechtel

feathers

......................
The first thing I noticed when we got back to
our room was the glass all over the floor. The second
thing I noticed was the note. Somebody had been in
our room and had scrawled a note on the motel
stationary, which they then stuck to the wall with a
pen knife. I immediately recognized the knife as one
of the ,I'holy" relics that the little urchins sold at
Baba Yogi's ashram.
,I pulled the note' down and looked at it. I had to
hold it up to a mirror to r.ead it. It looked like this:

,@J
,

"

Bavarian

Radio Orchestra
ProdlK't'J h pnmilSlacl from
Tripp', Wllnr s,.r".,.
publiihed by Sr-ht". Doob,
tee., b
..... J.lfrq
NH
O).CJ1;S·"".
\

It·.~

"Alice, can't Y,OUgel II Ihrough your he.d~butldog.
:.
aron I supposed.tc loOk protty;. ,"
.

. Well, I'm not scared of any dragons with hot
breath.
It takes more than a dragon with hot, breath to
shake the Sherlock. I wasn't in any moodto take any
crap off some, archaic reptile, if you know what I
'mean.
I threw the riote down on the table and walked
towards the bathroom. I was in the mood for a hot
shower.
I suddenly realized that the bathroom door was
closed. Something was running out from underneath
the door. It looked like blood.
This week the Boise Primer
covers emergency and counseling
services and hot lines in Boise.
The Services are free or on a
sliding fee scale. Trained staff are
, available with each organization
to help anyone with a particular
need, be it personal help or'
information and referal.
Boise HotLine Ine., P.O. Box
235, Boise 8370'1,345-7888. The
hot-line is a non-profit agency
partially funded by United Way.
A trained staff of volunteers
'
nonjudgmentally listen to callers
in distress, confllct'or in need of
information. Operators try to
stimulate the caller's self-control
overthesituationor
problem. A
confideritial service.Hour~:
7pm-1 r~iri;Suri.'-Ttiuts.;'1jmi to' ;
3am, Fri and, Sat..;
;.

credits. Hours: Sam to Spm.
Mon.-Fri.
'
Gemhaven Outpatient
Program, 5108 Bethel, 377~8145.',
Gemhaven, a substance,
abuse outpatient center, is staffed
with an R.N., psychologist, a
consulting psychiatrist, and
.director. At an initial evaluation
clients determine where they are
ith al h I'
"d
b
d
WI
co 0 Ism or ruga usean
discuss different things going on '
in their lives. Groups meet from 7
to,8:30pm:;'lV
on
Wednesdays, omen
men on Thursdays.
Educational'activities take place;">'
Tuesday nights. One to one'
counseling ispra.cticed. Fees are.
, on aslldingscale.
'
"
_.
Information, ReferralandT:""
'SlieUer for Battered W(Uuen &;'~

children. Adaily contribution of
$3.50 Is asked.however not
demanded.'
Mental Health Services, Health
and Welfare, 600 N. Curtis,
377-7230, emergency.after 'hours
telephone 377-7290. Provides
counselling for anyone in the
community. Psychologists,
psychiatrists; nurses ahdsocial
'workers are On the staff. The
clinic serve,s on an outpatient and
inpatient basis, one-to-adult, in,
groups or in hospitals, any age'Id'
Fees are onllsliding~~ale ..I'l
regular.clinfcaisetting.
;," :
",RapeCrili~·AII.Bi1ce,720 VI;
'>:', Washi~gtqni:34~:,7,273.A,
non.pro~t dr~a~t,tation partilllly
,funded bY},lnited Way. Rape' .
,victrrns~mnginwUlreceive
.'
)'~on~ili,e-:spOfcpul1seltrlg.abOu~':,
'.' ;'whittlo do, ~1!iaf1Cestaff win ; ,;'

.Classified
Edward Ashton, BSU student, would 'you please
contact the liniversity News at 385-1464. The News
needs yourphone number and address to verify your
letter-to-the~ecli~or prior to publication., "
'
' '
,.
You can write these prisoners at: P.O. Box 14, Boise,
Idaho 8370'"
'
'
'
'P
'al
'
'
; a,hoenP
prison correspondence list: ;Robert
Stanfotci,,:J 6027; Joe' Lacy, 17103; SteveGr~aIJ1,
:l!i,786;)~~wm:~ ,Aof:Ashford, 16244;, TerrY"Relmer,
ol,S7li~H~Ik~ Meag~er, 16~3~; ~ave 'Q~der"16133;
:O~ve ~utler, ~5862. Curt Wlthmgton,. 158702 Marty
Harre!,; 17SS~" ~nver Burton, 17~21, Jerry Baxter.
15349, :r~"d Jones, '17S05;' Dan Ki~ney, 17688; -Jeff
_d!Jl,Y,~:t .
Q~Y ~Y·W~!ker,.I,J6Q?j J~es
OeG~e~" J~~' Taylor, 17~03; Jun Williams, 16007;

.J.~#Y:

BSU :Counsellng &'Testing
Children, 342-5342. For;\\roml:Ilt;: '
:,j \ ~c~o~pa#y w,omen to the police' .
D~ ,S,to~~d,:'1 S804.
'
--4
Center;, 6th Floor BSU Education,
' ; and c~i1dren ~hohave .i.:;·;<';';:
,: : \ ~ Ht~tion forj~p~rt"/~I.~apCe'staff
SOL'lH~:~!Il!~~in't: no ~yd Barrett' iubums; ~eft. BUt
Building. According to the BSU ' ,
, e,x,p,enence,'d,vI,olence,or t~",',rea~',b,
Y,:,:,'.
".:'
Ij ~llrp'pa
~,~ YOI;lare,~r.eri'~d
."
,th~~,~,~~ij1J~lFnty ~f Bill Vaun 45s at M~inc }V0r\s.
Student Ha~dbook, "It's
husban,ds o~othe~s;DuIl~~ ttie; ,t
·~PHq~.st
,~))~t:,w~~~,ycit!
;~?u,t~,~pli~l:~lvd;
,'," ",,'
'
"
':
objeciiveis toilid students toma~dlltorY'l~tervtewprol;ess
,:: (,;)t:, ~y~)he.scIl,
,pe,r~tor~:st~ff~nl;a,It;,! "d;;~ PrMcsSlonal:T'
ing376-5745.,
become selHeliant and effective
"options of dIVorce, school;
"''.'','"
,..o;;-,,'tonteet wQmenupon leaytng th~·c~J"'.,: ",
":
,.", , ' , ".'
'
" ,',"
,',in theit per1ional and social
employm~nt,eicar,eexpl~red~tid):';/'i
;:t~1p:~t~~it~ro~mfq~suqifo~}fjs
jU~ for s~ringtiqte anyml)re"Enj,9Y
,
relationshIps." Available for BSUself-helpls
stressed. The~~he1ter~~",'::.;I~
24ltotlf seM~/PubUc'+-':''''\:'
tHe ,~m!
£ flYll'lg,a controllable kite.: Brollliway
't, students carrying 6 or more"
.. ' ,'1""~~I~~~"s~J2 ~qt.nl,S~il!l.~;*P
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Reg-$5.2Q"

"Reg-$5P-Q

NOW $3.96

NOW $8.00

NOW $4.00"

NOW $4.76

NOW $4.00

"

"

NOW $5.56

~

NOW $4.80
I"
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NOW $5.56""

NOW $5.56

